
Do you have plans for a day with sustainability in
focus?
For those of you who want some ideas, there are several good days to build campaigns around
in March where our sustainable toners fit in really well.

March 21 - International Forest Day
About a third of the earth's surface consists of forest. The forest provides unique habitats for animal and plant
species, its ecosystem services provide people with clean air, clean water and recreational opportunities.
 Forests are a direct prerequisite for providing livelihoods for an estimated 1.6 billion people.

This year's theme for 2023 is The Forest and Health. The forest does so much for our health. They purify the
water, purify the air, capture carbon dioxide to combat climate change,provides food and life-saving medicines
and improves our well-being.

March 22 - International Water Day
This year's theme is: Accelerating change.

This World Water Day is about accelerating change to solve the water and sanitation crisis. Since water affects
us all, we all need to take action.
This means that you, your family, school and community can make a difference by changing the way you use,
consume and manage water in everyday life. Do your part, do what you can!

March 26 Earth Hour
Earth hour is a manifestation for our only planet. Turn your lights off to demand that policymakers act against the
climate crisis and the decline in biodiversity – for a sustainable future.
 
Why Earth Hour? 
To urge our rulers to make strong and tough political decisions to stem the climate crisis and preserve our
biodiversity. Make your voice heard by turning off the lights at 20.30-21.30 on the last Saturday in March. In
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2022, about a billion people from 192 different countries took part in the manifestation for our only planet.
Together we send a strong signal to all decision-makers.

Sourses: Internationella skogsdagen Internationella skogsdagenInternationella vattendagen Earth Hour

Presenting A-K Wissmar
Did you know...
A-K or Anna-Karin started working as a customer
service ninja here at Greenman in mid-June last year.
Before that, she has worked for 19 years in Norrköping
both as a socialworker for people with neuropsychiatric
diagnoses, a coordinator and in school with students
who have difficulty coping with school and inventing
funny things to do för the students at there breaks.

She was born and raised in Blekinge but has lived in
Kolmården outside Norrköping for more than 20 years.

When she doesn't answer the phone or email at work,
she likes to spend her time at home with her family. The
kids are getting big and are now 17, 18 and 19 years old
and don´t think it´s too much fun hanging out with mom
anymore.😂

By the way, it can be said that A-K is a cold person, cold
as in that she is always freezing. The wool socks are on
already at the beginning of October and will stay on until
May. In the office, she is always wrapped in at least one
warm blanket and preferably something knitted.

Five quick ones with A-K
1. Your best tip to feel good?

Spend time with people who give energy

2. Your latest text?
From my husband who is in Antarctica
-Yes, lots to see all the time, cool scenery and lots of
animals! Lots of seals, penguins, whales & some killer
whales!
- It will be something to tell the grandchildren about
😃

3. What is best at Greenman?

The joy and that we have a positive attitude, nothing is
impossible!

4. What can you not live without?

My family ❤

5. What do you do on your free time?

Spending time with loved ones, exercising, watching
TV and fixing the garden.

Follow deliveries - search orders

Since a few weeks back, it´s now possible to trace our deliveries of the
orders you have placed. At https://shop.greenman.se/ you can see all
orders regardless of whether you placed the order in the shop, via
email or as a web order. All that is required is that you have a login, if
you don´t have one, please just contact us and we will of course fix one
for you.

So how does it work then?

Well, under the tabs orderstatus and orderhistory you find in the upper
menu are all your placed orders. You will find all the orders that are not
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yet invoiced under orderstatus, and under orderhistory you will find those that are invoiced.

If you click on the current order number, you will get information about your order and there is also a tracking link
so that you can follow the package's journey via Postnord.

Till hemsidan | Webshop 
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